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• Ingredients: collective pairs 
of valence nucleons 

• shell-model derivation. Valid 
for near vibrational nuclei

Refs: 
• A. Arima, F. Iachello (1974) 
• T. Otsuka, A. Arima, F. Iachello (1978) 
• T. Mizusaki, T. Otsuka (1996) 
• …
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Q. Can we derive IBM Hamiltonian in some unified way ?

Interacting boson model (IBM)



Long-standing problem

• Nilsson-BCS model (T. Otsuka et al., 1982; D. Bes et al., 1982) 
• Renormalization of G pair or inclusion of g boson (e.g., T. Otsuka, Ginocchio, 

1985; T. Otsuka, M. Sugita, 1988) 
• Conventional boson mapping (e.g., M. R. Zirnbauer, 1984) 
• J projection on the intrinsic wave function (N. Yoshinaga et al., 1984) 
• … Many others

“IBM may not be sufficient to describe some properties of 
strongly deformed nuclei because of the SD truncation.”

Many debates over the validity of the IBM. Concrete answer still 
missing. 



This talk
A unified way of deriving IBM Hamiltonian for all 
known cases of basic low-lying collective states: 

Relevant publications:  
 [1] K.N., N. Shimizu, T. Otsuka, PRL101, 142501 (2008) 
 [2] K.N., N. Shimizu, T. Otsuka, PRC81, 044307 (2010) 
 [3] K.N., T. Otsuka, N. Shimizu, L. Guo, PRC83 041302(R) (2011) 
 [4] K.N., N. Shimizu, D. Vretenar, T. Nikšić, T. Otsuka, PRL108, 132501 (2012)

• Vibrational (weakly deformed) nuclei [1,2] 

• rotational (strongly deformed) nuclei [3] 

• Triaxial (or γ-soft) nuclei [4] 

• … (Other relevant cases)



?

Principal idea
• A given mean-field model (Skyrme, Gogny, RMF, etc) can be 
a good starting point for computing spectra of the intrinsic 
state of interest.  

• We construct an IBM(-2) Hamiltonian by mapping the 
mean-field solution onto the interacting-boson state.  



Basic case: mapping energy surface

An IBM-2 Hamiltonian is determined by the equality EHFB≈EIBM 

; energy levels and wave functions with good spin, particle 
number, parity, etc. 

Total energy of constrained 
HFB within a given mean-field 
model

Total energy for a boson 
condensation (energy expectation 
value of boson system)

Mapping



Fermion-boson mapping for deformed nuclei

- A basic rotational property should be also reproduced by 
bosons. We consider rotational response (= energy shift 
due to infinitesimal rotation of nucleon intrinsic state).  

- The missing piece is the rotational LL term in the IBM, 
giving correct moment of inertia. 

angle << 1

intrinsic state at stationary

rotated intrinsic state

- Intuitive picture - 



“Essential” boson Hamiltonian

Step 1) “Basic part”: mapping of the PES. Valid for near-
spherical and γ-unstable cases

Step 2) LL term: rotational response (cranking) at a mean-
field minimum. “Basic part” is kept unchanged. Necessary for 
strongly deformed nuclei. 

angle δθ << 1



Proof of principle

Skyrme SkM* Mapped IBM
134Ba 134Ba

134Ba

Expt. IBM

148Sm 154Sm
N

• Spherical-Deformed transition in Sm; 
Rotational band is reproduced nicely.  

• Good description of γ-soft nucleus 134Ba



Is a triaxial nucleus γ rigid or unstable ?
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Signatures of  7 softness or rigid triaxiality in low energy, low spin nuclear spectra are discussed. Two classes of  signatures, 
relating to 7-band energy staggering, are found to provide clear distinctions between these shapes. The data for even-even nuclei 
are compared to predictions for potentials with varying 7 dependence. It is found that nuclei with large asymmetries can be 
characterized by potentials that are nearly 7 flat, with, at most, a few percent deviation from y independence. 

The question of whether axially asymmetric atomic 
nuclei are 7 soft or rigid (triaxial) has been an on- 
going and active issue in nuclear physics for over 
thirty years. While it might be thought that potential 
energy surfaces that are nearly 7 flat or which display 
deep minima for some value of 7 would produce 
rather different nuclear spectra, this is in fact not the 
case. This was pointed out as early as 1960 [ 1 ]. The 
predictions for 7-soft and 7-rigid (triaxial) potentials 
are nearly identical for most observables if the aver- 
age value of 7 in the first case, 7av, is equal to the fixed 
value of 7 in the second. Signatures for 7 softness or 
triaxiality were further discussed by Kumar [2] and 
Baktash and collaborators [ 3 ]. More recently, the is- 
sue has taken on importance in the area of high spin 
physics since most nuclei become axially asymmetric 
for large values of the total angular momentum. 
However, despite considerable effort, definitive sig- 
natures are still lacking. This has been extensively 
discussed in recent reviews by Hamamoto [4,5] 
where the emphasis has been on high spin states in 
odd nuclei and, in particular, on B(M1 ) values. 

It is the purpose of the present letter to address this 
question in the lower spin regime, to point out that 
rather clear signatures do exist there, to inspect the 
properties of nearly all even-even nuclei with regard 
to these signatures, and to discuss the effects of a small 
but finite 7 dependence in the potential. 

Fig. 1 shows the levels of a rigid triaxial potential, 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of  triaxial (or Davydov [6] ) rigid 7 rotor 
and 7-soft models. The Davydov results for 7=30  ° are shown 
explicitly in the middle for comparison with the y-unstable, or 
Wilets-Jean [ 7 ], model. (The y-band levels are shown as thicker 
lines. ) 

discussed by Davydov [6], and of a completely y-flat 
(y-unstable) potential [ 7 ]. Since a nucleus having a 
y-fiat potential oscillates uniformly over 7 from 0 °-  
60 °, it has an average value, 7av= 30 °. Therefore, the 
appropriate triaxial case to which it should be com- 
pared is the Davydov model with 7= 30°. The ground 
band energies are similar in the two cases. However, 
a clear distinction arises in the 7 band where, though 
both models exhibit an energy staggering, the se- 
quenching is exactly opposite. In the extreme y-un- 
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Fig. 3. Empirical values of S(4, 3, 2 ) and S(6, 5, 4 ) for all even- 
even nuclei with Z> 30. Predictions of various models are shown 
on the right, in particular the Davydov model (dashed line: top 
scale ) and the 7-soft model. For the latter, S is given as a function 
of 03/B (bottom scale for NB=6) by the solid line inclined 
upwards toward the left. A value of 03/B= 1 corresponds to 
6V/V=2.2% for NB=6. 
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a narrow range of 03/B corresponding to ~5 V~ Vof only 
a few percent since the staggering functions S are ex- 
tremely sensitive indicators of 7 dependence for 7-soft 
potentials. (Note that the 03/B values, and hence the 
corresponding 5 V~ Vvalues, obtainable from fig. 4 are 
really upper limits. If  a finite C term were used [ 14 ] 
in eq. (4) ,  the y-band degeneracies [e.g., E ( 3 + ) =  
E ( 4 + ) ]  would be broken in pure 0 ( 6 )  and hence 
smaller cubic terms would have been required to re- 
produce the observed staggering.) 

To conclude, we have discussed a number  of sig- 
natures ofy softness versus 7 rigidity in nuclei, focus- 
ing on the staggering properties of y-band energy lev- 
els for nuclei with large RMS 7 values. Two classes of 
signatures were found to provide a significant dis- 
t inct ion between 7 instability and triaxiality. One of 
these, called S(J, J - 1 ,  J - 2 )  was inspected for all 
even-even  nuclei (Z>~ 30). Nuclei with substantial 
asymmetry were found to be y soft in the low energy 
regime, showing no evidence of 7 rigidity. Moreover, 
we showed that only a very weak y dependence in the 
potential is required to produce substantial changes 
in 7-band energy staggering and that the deviations 
from 7 independence needed to reproduce the spec- 
tra of these asymmetric nuclei amounted  to only a 
few percent. 

Work supported in part by the US DOE under  con- 
tract DE-AC02-76CH00016. One of us (N.V.Z.) is 
grateful to Brookhaven National  Laboratory for its 
kind hospitality. We would like to acknowledge use- 
ful discussions with P. von Brentano, W. Lieberz, J. 
Garrett, P. Van Isacker and K. Heyde. 

Fig. 4. S(4, 3, 2) for Xe, Ba, and Pt as a function of 03/B for an 
otherwise 7-unstable potential, and for the Davydov model. Each 
data point is placed on the line corresponding to the appropriate 
NB. By reading downward, the bottom scale then gives the 03/B 
value which yields the empirical S value. 

term in effect adds a potential with m i n i m u m  at 30 ° 
and therefore does not change Y,v in such nuclei. These 
nuclei show S values far from the triaxial limit for 
7=30  ° and are much more compatible with a com- 
pletely 7-unstable potential. For each of these nuclei 
it is possible [ 14] to use results such as shown in fig. 
2 to extract a 03/B value that reproduces the stagger- 
ing. The results (fig. 4) show that the data cluster in 
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S(Jγ,Jγ-1,Jγ-2)  
=[E(Jγ)-2E(Jγ-1)+E(Jγ-2)]/E(2+g)

W-J: -2.00

D-F: 1.67≈ O(6)

 Majority of observed soft nuclei are halfway. Empirical models 
cannot explain it. Microscopic realization?

• Rigid triaxial rotor model (Davydov & Filippov, 1958) 
• γ-unstable rotor model (Wilets & Jean, 1956) 
• Equivalence between W-J and O(6) in IBM (Ginocchio & Kirson, 1980)  
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The “harmonic” structure of quasi-γ band is 
reproduced only if the IBM-2 Hamiltonian is 
comprise of up to three-body boson terms. 



Jγ=4 Three-body Ham. 

Two-body Ham. 

♦   Expt.
Skyrme (SkM*)
RMF (DD-PC1)

Robustness

• Independently of EDFs, neither W-J nor D-F picture is 
realized in presumably all triaxial nuclei. New symmetry/phase? 

• In the IBM, 3B term must be included.   
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Shape coexistence in Hg

• IBM-2 with config. mixing (0p-0h + 
2p-2h) using Duval-Barrett’s technique 

• Spherical-Prolate-Oblate transition 
• Reasonable spectroscopic and intrinsic 

properties

Mapped IBM

Gogny-D1M



• Calc. by sdf-IBM mapped from RMF DD-PC1 
• Most pronounced octupole deformation at 

226Th, being a transition point.  
• Good description of “octupole nucleus” 224Ra 

(cf. L. P. Gaffney et al. Nature (2013))

Application to “pear-shaped” nuclei
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Summary
New formulation of the IBM has been developed. Bridge 
the gap between IBM and nuclear mean-field model.  

- Physical observables in lab frame  
- Valid for (in principle) any situation: 

• “Basic” part: mapping of energy surface. Static problem.  

• LL term: mapping of rotational response. Dynamical problem.  

• 3-B term: necessary for a triaxial minimum

- Real prediction for heavy unknown nuclei 
- Remaining issues: mixed symmetry (in progress), super 
deformation, … etc. 



Thanks to

T. Otsuka (Tokyo) 

N. Shimizu (Tokyo) 
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Main collaborators: European Commission for 
financial aid



Thank you for your attention!

ありがとうございます！


